
Tri-Bridge Timeline

Date Issuer Transaction Dillon

2/29/16 TGRR Tri-Bridge acquired 150,000 shares of TGRR for $15,000, which were
then registered in an S-1 registration statement

Yes

1/19/17 SIML Tri-Bridge entered into a $5,000,000 stock purchase agreement requiring
an S-1 registration statement … no S-1 was ever filed

Yes

1/19/17 SIML Tri-Bridge signed a $150,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note in
connection with the proposed $5,000,000 offering

Yes

1/19/17 SIML Tri-Bridge signed a $25,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note Yes

1/26/17 IMTL Tri-Bridge received 1,500,000 free trading shares at $.05/share. They
appear to be issued as part of a 1-A registration done for BlackBridge
Capital LLC in 2016

Yes

2/21/17 WRFX Tri-Bridge purchased a 2015 Apollo Capital Corp Note ($25,000) Yes

2/21/17 WRFX Tri-Bridge was issued a $30,000 variable rate Convertible Promissory
Note (WRFX hasn’t done a financial statement since 2018 so there is no
information about when the debts were converted)

Yes

3/08/17 IMTL Tri-Bridge received 500,000 free trading shares at $.05/share. They
appear to be issued as part of a 1-A registration done for BlackBridge
Capital LLC in 2016

Yes

4/20/17 SIML Tri-Bridge received a $35,817 variable rate convertible Promissory Note
in exchange for purchasing $35,817 in existing debt owed to insiders. In
October 2017, the debt was sold to Emunah Funding LLC

Yes

4/21/17 SIML Tri-Bridge entered into a $20,000 variable rate convertible Promissory
Note. In October 2017, the debt was sold to Emunah Funding LLC

Yes

5/16/17 MJTV Tri-Bridge received a $200,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note
(the transaction allegedly never closed according to later MJTV filings)

Yes

7/18/17 MVES Tri-Bridge signed a $100,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

8/15/17 NEXD Tri-Bridge received 20,000,000 shares at $.001/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

9/6/17 HMPQ Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 free trading shares at $.005/share as part
of a 1-A offering.

Yes

10/11/17 SDVI Tri-Bridge signed a $120,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note
(the Note isn’t mentioned again after the amended Reg A filing done on
June 8, 2018)

No
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11/2/17 NEXD Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 shares at $.001/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

11/12/17 NEXD Tri-Bridge received 25,000,000 shares at $.001/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

11/15/17 NEXD Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 shares at $.001/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

11/29/17 BAYP Tri-Bridge received 200,000,000 shares (no explanation)/ they owned no
Notes and there was no Reg A offering.

No

12/5/17 NEXD Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 shares at $.001/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

12/7/17 HMPQ Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 free trading shares at $.005/share as part
of a Reg A offering.

Yes

12/19/17 BAYP Tri-Bridge received 230,000,000 shares (no explanation) / they owned no
Notes and there was no Reg A offering.

No

12/19/17 SDVI The company did a press release announcing a $5,000,000 stock
purchase agreement with Tri-Bridge that would involve a Reg A
registration statement. The 1-A was filed 3/21/18 for 5 billion shares at
$.001/share, but the statement was never qualified.

No

1/2018 HIHI Tri-Bridge signed a $10,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note Yes

1/24/18 GTLL Tri-Bridge signed a $15,750 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

1/26/18 HMPQ Tri-Bridge received 10,000,000 free trading shares at $.005/share as part
of a Reg A offering.

Yes

2/2018 SDEC Tri-Bridge acquired 6,000,000 shares at $.0001/share as part of a private
offering, the shares were registered in a 1-A filing (filed 3/23/18 and
qualified on 8/01/18)

Yes

2/08/18 AEPT Tri-Bridge purchased 1,250,000 shares at $.02/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

2/16/18 GTLL Tri-Bridge signed a $8,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note. No

2/21/18 BFCH Tri-Bridge signed a commitment letter to buy up to $10,000,000 worth of
stock as part of an upcoming Reg A offering

No

2/21/18 BFCH Tri-Bridge acquired 1,000,000 Series C Preferred shares for $5,000 /
convertible into 2,000,000 common shares

No

3/20/18 AEPT Tri-Bridge purchased 1,250,000 shares at $.01/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

4/17/18 SQCC Tri-Bridge signed a $10,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note Yes

5/11/18 MAPT Tri-Bridge signed a $49,292.71 convertible Note convertible at
$.0002/share, it disappeared from all subsequent filings

Yes
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6/13/18 COHO Tri-Bridge signed a $15,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note. No
info on the conversions/Issuer went dark and was suspended and
revoked by the SEC.

No

6/27/18 SKYF Tri-Bridge signed a $10,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

7/12/18 GDET Tri-Bridge purchased 10,000,000 shares for $.005/share as part of a Reg
A offering

Yes

7/24/18 BFCH Tri-Bridge purchased 10,000,000 shares for $.005/share as part of a Reg
A offering

No

8/14/18 GDET Tri-Bridge purchased 20,000,000 shares for $.005/share as part of a Reg
A offering

Yes

8/31/18 SKYF Tri-Bridge signed a $5,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

9/14/18 SKYF Tri-Bridge signed a $5,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

9/24/18 SQCC Tri-Bridge purchased 1,000,000 shares at $.05/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

10/18/18 HMPQ Tri-Bridge received 150,000,000 free trading shares at no cost as part of
a private transaction

Yes

1/09/19 HIHI Tri-Bridge received 72,000,000 shares at $.00025/share for a debt
conversion towards interest/penalties on the $10,000 Note.

Yes

3/15/19 ETFM Tri-Bridge is listed as owning a $46,080 debt issued on this date but
details surrounding the note are almost non-existent

No

4/09/19 ETFM Tri-Bridge acquired $13,272.60 in debt from JSJ Investments No

4/10/19 ETFM Tri-Bridge converted its $13,727.60 debt into 66,363,000 shares No

6/24/19 SQCC Tri-Bridge purchased 375,000 shares at $.04/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

9/20/19 SRMX Tri-Bridge purchased 350,000,000 shares at $.0001/share as part of a
Reg A offering

Yes

9/25/19 EVSV Tri-Bridge signed a $30,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

10/03/19 GRSO Tri-Bridge acquired $48,392 in existing debt then almost immediately
started converting it into free trading stock

No

10/03/19 GRSO Tri-Bridge signed a $22,644 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

11/01/19 GDET Tri-Bridge signed a $70,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note Yes

11/15/19 GRSO Tri-Bridge received 111,111,112 free trading shares at $.0018/share as
part of a debt conversion

No

11/18/19 EVSV Tri-Bridge signed a $10,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No
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11/21/19 GRSO Tri-Bridge received 12,361,686 free trading shares at $.00125 as part of a
debt conversion

No

12/5/19 NBDR Tri-Bridge purchased 2,500,000 shares at $.01/share as part of a Reg A
offering

No

12/13/19 SRMX Tri-Bridge has its 350,000,000 shares from 9/20/19 canceled for
non-payment

Yes

12/18/19 GRSO Tri-Bridge received 16,175,363 free trading shares at $.0008/share as
part of a debt conversion

No

1/22/20 HPMM Tri-Bridge acquired 10,000,000 shares at $.005/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

2/24/20 BFCH Tri-Bridge converted their 1,000,000 Series C Preferred shares into
2,000,000 common shares

No

2/28/20 GDET Tri-Bridge received 100,000,000 free trading shares at $.0001/share for a
debt conversion

Yes

3/17/20 NBDR Tri-Bridge purchased 2,500,000 shares at $.01/share as part of a Reg A
offering

No

3/20/20 NBDR On March 20th and March 23rd, Tri-Bridge sold its 2,500,000 shares
while NBDR was being pumped as part of a COVID scam that got the
Issuer suspended by the SEC

No

3/24/20 JZZI Tri-Bridge signed a $10,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

4/17/20 EVSV Tri-Bridge signed a $15,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

4/30/20 DGDM Tri-Bridge signed a $25,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note Yes

5/01/20 EVSV Tri-Bridge signed a $15,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

5/01/20 GDET Tri-Bridge received 50,000,000 free trading shares at $.0001/share for a
debt conversion

Yes

5/14/20 BANT Tri-Bridge signed a $35,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

5/26/20 BBRW Tri-Bridge signed a $15,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

7/09/20 MVES Tri-Bridge signed a $25,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note No

7/21/20 HPMM Tri-Bridge acquired 5,000,000 shares at $.03/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes

7/24/20 BBRW Tri-Bridge signed a $25,000 variable rate convertible Promissory note No

8/03/20 MVES Tri-Bridge received 9,000,000 shares (for cash) $.01/share No

9/2020 DGDM Tri-Bridge acquired 2,500,000 shares at $.04/share as part of a Reg A
offering

Yes
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9/01/20 GDET Tri-Bridge received 187,744,581 shares at $.0001/share for a debt
conversion

Yes

9/04/20 LVVV Tri-Bridge purchased 9,090,909 shares at $.0055/share as part of a Reg
A offering

No

9/22/20 GTLL Tri-Bridge received 596,785,387 free trading shares towards the payment
of $29,839 in penalties on the $15,750 Note from 1/24/18

No

10/01/20 BBRW Tri-Bridge converted 40,000 shares of Series A preferred stock into
105,263,158 common shares. It isn’t clear when or how Tri-Bridge
received the share or how many it may have left.

No

11/10/20 BLEG Tri-Bridge converted Series D preferred stock into 3,078,540 common
shares. It isn’t clare when Tri-Bridge received the shares, but BLEG
commonly sells Series D preferred stock to raise capital

?

11/25/20 GTLL Tri-Bridge received 637,526,342 free trading shares towards the payment
of $31,876 in penalties on the $15,750 Note from 1/24/18

No

12/11/20 BANT Tri-Bridge converted its $35,000 note plus interest into 29,007611 shares No

12/11/20 SFOR Tri-Bridge filed a 13SC for 21,800,000 shares, but the SFOR filings don’t
disclose how or why Tri-Bridge received stock (they don’t disclose who
participated in their Reg A offering or who received debt Notes or
preferred stock.

?

12/13/20 GTLL Tri-Bridge received 669,338,906 free trading shares towards the payment
of $33,569 in penalties on the $15,750 Note from 1/24/18

No

12/22/20 GTLL Tri-Bridge received 702,738,918 free trading shares towards the payment
of $35,137 in penalties on the $15,750 Note from 1/24/18

No

1/20/21 GTLL Tri-Bridge signed a $150,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note. No

1/21/21 GTLL Tri-Bridge received 194,610,447 free trading shares towards the payment
of $1,946 in principle towards the $15,750 Note from 1/24/18

No

2/21/21 GTLL Tri-Bridge signed a $200,000 variable rate convertible Promissory Note. No

3/2021 DGDM Tri-Bridge purchased approximately 5,600,000 more shares at $.04/share
through new Reg A offerings

Yes
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